Poster design assignment
Using the poster design guide that you have been given you must design a FINAL POSTER that has
ALL of the following parts on it:
Las Meninas by Diego Velazquez (a photograph)
The 5th December by Jan Steen (a photograph)
The titles of the paintings (beautifully written out by hand)
The dates that the pictures were made and names of the two artists (typed on the
computer)
A 150 word text that describes the Velazquez painting (typed on the computer)
A 150 word text that describes the Steen painting (typed on the computer)
Five enlarged details of important similarities or differences between the two paintings
(these details should be drawn)
Five short pieces of text that explain the details that you have chosen to highlight (typed on
the computer)
(For this part of the assignment you will work in groups)
But before we get to the group work there is first an individual part. For this part you will get an
individual mark.
For this first part of the assignment is to plan a design.
That means deciding the layout of the poster.
How are you going to make the space for the following on your
poster?
Two pictures
Two titles
Two blocks of text
The Names of two artists and the year the painting was
painted
Five details from the pictures and short explanations
explaining why the details are important.
The aim is to make a design plan on one A4 sheet that clearly and
neatly shows where you are going to put everything in an
interesting and organized way. Use the advice from the poster
guide sheet.
When the poster design plans are finished you will then be placed in a group and the aim is to use
the best parts out of all the design plans to produce a finished A3 size poster that has all the criteria
listed at the top of this sheet.
You will in the end be given a group mark for the finished poster. You must divide the divide the
tasks the group poster design:

Pupil 1

Makes the (handmade) lettering for the titles of the paintings and makes sure that
the names of the artists and the dates of the paintings are printed out

Pupil 2

Writes the two 150 word descriptions of the two paintings

Pupil 3

Draws the 5 enlarged details for where the poster analyses the similarities and
differences between the two paintings

Pupil 4

Writes the five short pieces of text to go with the enlarged detail drawings

Everyone is responsible for the overall design and if you finish your part quicker than someone
else in the group you should help them finish or improve their work.

